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MODELS OF EDUCATION IN PLUTARCH* 

Abstract: This paper examines Plutarch's treatment of education in the Parallel Lives. Beginning with a close reading 
of Them. 2, it identifies two distinct ways in which Plutarch exploits the education of his subjects: in the first, a subject's 
attitude to education is used to illustrate a character presented as basically static (a 'static/illustrative' model); in the 
second, a subject's education is looked at in order to explain his adult character, and education is assumed to affect 
character (a 'developmental' model). These two models are often associated with two different forms of discourse: 
anecdotal for the static/illustrative model and analytical for the developmental. The developmental model, furthermore, 
is closer to Plutarch's thinking in theoretical discussions of character in the Moralia; the static/illustrative model to 
Plutarch's treatment of character in the Lives more generally, where anecdotal treatments predominate. The coexis- 
tence of these two models is probably to be seen as the result of a tension between Plutarch's philosophical thinking and 
his biographical practice: those few passages in the Lives which assume a developmental model occur in contexts where 
either Platonic texts or the activity of philosophers are being discussed. 

This paper will examine Plutarch's treatment of education and childhood in the Parallel Lives. It 
is well known that many Plutarchan Lives include in their early chapters material on the education 
of their subjects, and that good education is often associated with virtuous behaviour in later life 
and poor education with moral failings. But how did Plutarch see education as actually working? 
What is its relationship to adult character? The first half of this paper will consist of a close read- 
ing of ch.2 of the Themistokles. I hope to demonstrate through this case study that Plutarch's treat- 
ment of education contains within it a tension between two models for understanding the 
relationship of education to adult character. The first approach sees character as in the process of 
being formed in childhood, and education as affecting the way in which character develops; the 
second approach sees character as constant and unchanging, and as revealed in childhood behav- 
iour and in attitude to education.1 In the second half of this paper I will test this theory against the 
treatment of education in several other Lives (including the Philopoimen, Coriolanus, Lysander, 
Perikles, Fabius, Marcellus and Marius), and attempt to find an explanation for the coexistence 
of these two models. 

I. PLUTARCH AND EDUCATION: A DEVELOPMENTAL MODEL OF CHARACTER 

Education is an important theme in Plutarch's corpus. Two surviving treatises in the Moralia have 
the education of children as their main theme (How a young man should listen to poems and On 
listening).2 Furthermore, Plutarch's popular-philosophical works, such as On lack of anger, re- 
peatedly stress the importance of continuing adult education in order to improve character. In 
these texts education is assumed to be a key factor in determining character; good education pro- 
motes good behaviour and a virtuous character; poor or deficient education has correspondingly 
negative results. In the Parallel Lives too, Plutarch often has something to say of the education 
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1 Modern scholarship has tended to see Plutarch's pres- 
entation of education as characterized by the first approach 
alone. Gill (1983) and Pelling (1988) noticed that despite 

Plutarch's belief in character development, as seen in the 
De viri, moral., he paid little attention to it in many Lives. 
I discuss their views below, pp. 18-19. 

2 Cf. the fragmentary Can virtue be taught? (Ei 
ÔiôocKTÒv fi àp£TT)). Other works now lost appear in the 
Lamprias Catalogue: On how to use school exercises (néòç 
bei toîç axoÀiKoîç [Par. Ven.: oxoXacrciKoîç Neap.] 
Y')UvócG|iaoi xpfl^ö«1» no- 106); Achilles' education 
(AxiÀÀécoç Tiaiôeíoc, no. 187). The extant work On the ed- 
ucation of children is not in the Catalogue and is consid- 
ered spurious by most editors. 
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of his subjects; recent work has stressed the importance which Plutarch ascribes to the education 
of his protagonists, especially the Roman ones. In several well-known cases, moral failure is 
linked to poor or unbalanced education; in some of these cases, Romans are particularly criticized 
for refusing to learn Greek.3 In according such importance to education, and giving such primacy 
to Greek education, Plutarch no doubt reflects the important role thatpaideia (education, culture) 
played in the way members of the Greek élites defined themselves in the late first and second 
centuries AD.4 

But how did Plutarch see education as actually working? More specifically, how did he con- 
ceive of the relationship between education and adult character? Plutarch's considered views on 
this topic are probably best set out in one of his more theoretical treatises, the On moral virtue. 
Here, in a polemic against Stoic views, he defends Plato's division of the soul into a 'rational' and 
an 'irrational' or 'passionate' part. Virtue, he argues, drawing on Aristotelian thought, consists in 
the attainment of the right 'mean' between opposing passions, that is, when passions are harmonized 
through the order or direction imposed by reason. Character (ethos), as he puts it, is a 'quality' of 
the irrational part of the soul; it is acquired through habituation (ethos), as the irrational part of the 
soul is 'moulded', or fails to be moulded, by reason (443c-d). In other words, a person's charac- 
ter, his ability to exercise 'moral virtue', depends on the extent to which the rational part of his soul 
is able to influence and change, through habit, the irrational in him. The most vital period for the 
formation of character is in childhood: hence the importance of good education in Plutarchan, as 
in Platonic, thought, whereby the character of the child is moulded by reason. Closely connected 
with the notion of the moulding or training of the irrational is the distinction which Plutarch 
observes throughout the On moral virtue between 'nature' (physis) and 'character' (êthos). A 
person's nature is what he is born with and is, generally speaking, unchanging.5 A person's char- 
acter is related to his nature but is produced and affected by the extent to which reason acts upon 
it through education, and by the kind of life he habitually leads.6 

It is clear from this summary that, in the On moral virtue, Plutarch assumes what we might call 
a 'developmental' model to explain the relationship between childhood and education and adult 
character. Character, in other words, is assumed in childhood or youth to be in the process of 
formation. Nature provides the raw material; but education, and childhood influences and habits 
more generally, play a determining role in the formation of this adult character. By adulthood, a 
settled character has been attained - though adult character may still be improved through the con- 
tinuing application of reason and good habits, as Plutarch argues in the How to recognize that one 
is making progress in virtue, and adult character may be more or less stable or unstable depend- 
ing on the extent to which nature has been 'mixed' or tempered by education and reason.7 At any 

3 Mar. 2.2-4; Cato Maj. 23.1-3. See Pelling (1989); 
Swain (1989) 62-6; (1990); (1996) 140-4. 4 See e.g. Bowie (1991); Anderson (1993); Swain 
(1996); Whitmarsh (2001); (2005). 5 Though, as Gill (1983) 478-9 has argued, physis is 
occasionally used by Plutarch to mean something not so 
far distant from character, and in such cases Plutarch does 
seem to accept that physis, without proper education, may 
change (Sulla 30.6; Sert. 10.6; cf. Alk. 16.9). 6 On nature and character, cf. De sera num. 55 Id; 
562b. See Dihle (1956) 63-4, 84-7; Bergen (1962) 62-94; 
Russell (1966) 144-7 (= repr. 1995, 83-6); Wardman 
(1974) 132-7; Brenk (1977) 176-81; Gill (1983) 473-4, 
478-81; Swain (1989). For a more detailed summary of 
the De viri, moral., and further bibliography, see Duff 
(1999) 72-8; Gill (2006) 219-38. 

7 See Gill (1983) 473-5; (2006) 417-19; Duff (1999) 
90-4. A settled character may, therefore, have instability as 
one of its settled, consistent features: see Pelling (1990a) 
235-7 (= repr. 2002a, 315-16). Stability of character is a 
virtue, and implies control of the passions and obedience 
to reason; instability or inconsistency implies the opposite 
(and is e.g. the mark of the flatterer: Quomodo adulât. 
52a-b, 52f-53a: discussed in Russell (1973) 93-6). Both 
can be reflected in the face or the gait: a 'fixed' face, for 
example (m0£GTr|KOc or o')vecrcr|KOç rcpóccorcov) is a 
good sign; mobility of features or posture is a bad sign: 
see Duff (1999) 214. In a few cases in the Lives Plutarch 
seems to suggest that under the stress of great sufferings or 
reverses character may deteriorate (e.g. Sert. 10.4-7); it is 
not clear whether this is to be seen as a result of underly- 
ing instability. On such cases of character-change, see 
Brenk (1977) 177-9; Gill (1983) 478-87; (2006) 416-21; 
Swain (1989); Lombardi (1997) 385-95. 
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rate, in childhood character is still being formed; influences on children from education or environ- 
ment will mould and affect their character. 

This model, which is assumed in many texts of the Moralia, lies behind some of Plutarch's 
theoretical statements in the Lives too.8 But, as I hope to demonstrate, it cannot simply be 'read 
across' from such texts of the Moralia into the Lives. As we shall see in the Themistokles and 
elsewhere, fundamental to the Lives is another model of childhood and the role of education, which 
coexists with and is in tension with the first. 

II. THEMISTOKLES 

Education and Themistokles' character: a static model (Them. 2.1-6) 
We begin with the education of Themistokles. The issue of Themistokles' education or lack of it 
was much debated in the ancient tradition in the centuries after his death: did he perform his great 
deeds by native ability alone, or must he have had a teacher to instruct him?9 After an introduc- 
tion on Themistokles' ancestry and the question of the legitimacy of his birth, Plutarch confronts 
the issue of his education head-on: 

(2.1) "Exi ôè Ticciç oW ójiio^oyeíxai (popaç jneaxòç eivai, Kai xfji jièv (púaei «xdvexóç, xfji ôè rcpoaipéoei 
|iey atam pay jicov Kai 7uoà,ixikoç. év yàp xaîç àvéaeai Kai o%oÀ,aîç arcò xcov (laornuáxcov yiyvójievoç, 
oúk ercaiÇev oàô' éppaioújiei KaGarcep oi noKkoi rcaîôeç, òXk' eupíoKexo Àoycroç xivàç jieXexcov Kai 
Gi)vxaxxó|i£voç Tcpòç èauxóv. T]oav ô' oí taSyoi Kaxrjyopía xivòç r' cwnyopía xcov Tiaíôcov. (2.2) o0ev 
eící)0ei ^éyeiv rcpòç aúxòv ó ôiôocomÀoç cbç 'cxùôèv ëaei, rcaî, oh jiiKpóv, àXkà jiéya rcavxcoc àyaGòv 
f' KaKÓv'. (2.3) ènei Kai xcov TcaiÔeúaecov xàç jnèv r|0O7uoun)ç f' rcpòç r'òovr'v xiva Kai %ápw 
è^et)0épiov G7to')8aÇo|iévaç òicvripcòç Kai ànpoQviiux; é^ejxávGave, xcov ô' eíç aiiveaw r' 7ipa^w | 
Àeyojiévcuv ôfj^oç r'v ímepepôv 7cap' fi?iiKÍav, àç xfji (púaei Tiiaxeixov. (2.4) o0ev ̂Gxepov év xaîç 
étaruõepíoiç Kai aGxeíaiç À,£yo|uivaiç oiaxpißaic vnò xôv nenaioevoQai Ôokowccov xkzva^oiizvoq, 
fjvayKaÇexo (popxiKcibxepov àjiiiveaoai, ^éycov oxi Xitpav jnèv àp|Lióaaa9ai Kai jnexa%£ipíoao0ai 
'|/aXxripiov o')K £7cíaxaixo, nòXiv ôè jiiKpàv Kai aôo^ov 7tapataxßa>v evôo^ov Kai jneyá^riv 
a7uepyáaaa0ai. 

(2.1) It is agreed that when he was still a boy he was impetuous; he was intelligent by nature, but by 
choice fond of great action and politics. For in his times of relaxation and leisure, when he was free from 
his lessons, he did not play or take it easy like the majority of other boys, but he was always to be found 
composing speeches or rehearsing them to himself. These speeches consisted of indictments or defences 
of the children. (2.2) Hence his teacher used to say to him 'You will not turn out to be anything small, 
my child, but great, for sure, either good or bad.' (2.3) For even when it came to his studies he devoted 
himself reluctantly and unenthusiastically to those which form character or are pursued with a view to 
any pleasant or liberal accomplishment, but he clearly had a passion beyond his years for all that was said 
with a view to practical intelligence and action, because he trusted his nature. (2.4) Hence, when he 
was later mocked in those activities said to be liberal and cultivated by those who seemed to be educated, 
he was forced to defend himself in a rather vulgar way, saying that he did not know how to tune the lyre 
or play the harp but he did know how to take a small and inglorious city and make it great and glorious. 
(Them. 2.1-4) 

8 Especially in the Lykourgos, e.g. Lyk.-Num. 4.7-9: 
Lykourgos' first priority was education, 'in order that they 
might not differ or be confused in their characters but 
might be moulded and fashioned (7iXaxxó(ievoi Kai 
x')7ioi)U£voi) from the onset to walk together in a single 
common path of virtue'. Lykourgos not only passed laws 
but by means of his education system 'fused them [the 
laws] into the characters of the boys', so that they re- 

mained in force for five centuries 'like a strong and pene- 
trating dye' (cf. Plato, Rep. 4.429b-430c): below, n.90. Cf. 
also Galba 1.3. 

9 E.g. Thuc. 1.138.3; Xen. Mem. 4.2.2; Aischines Soc. 
SSR VI A 48; Stesimbrotos FGrH 107 Fl (= Plut. Them. 
2.5): all discussed below. On the literary tradition on 
Themistokles, see Frost (1980) 3-39; Piccirilli (1983) ix- 
xiv. 
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For Plutarch, Themistokles, even 'when still a boy' (i.e. as well as later when he was an adult), was 
impetuous, and 'by nature intelligent', but 'by choice fond of great action and polities'. This is 
plainly a reworking of Thucydides' famous description of Themistokles as having a powerful 
nature and operating by 'his own natural intelligence' (oiKeiai ... ̂dveg£i) without study (Thuc. 
1.138. 3). 10 The 'iév and the ôé mark a contrast, which runs throughout this passage, between 
physis ('nature') andproairesis. The latter is a common word for character, almost equivalent to 
ethos. u Themistokles' brilliance, then, is a natural endowment; but his bent to action, and specifi- 
cally to politics, is an aspect of his settled character. But the literal meaning of the word proairesis 
('choice') is important: Themistokles will later in the passage be seen to focus deliberately on 
practical training, and in the process to reject real education. 

Themistokles' deliberate concentration on practical action is confirmed in the next sentence, 
where Plutarch remarks on his tendency not to play with the other children but on the contrary to 
spend his free time composing speeches of prosecution or defence: he has an eye to the practical 
from the beginning.12 Because of his precocious concentration on practical skills ('hence'), 
Themistokles' teacher tells him, 'You will not turn out to be anything small, my child, but great, 
for sure, either good or bad'. In the first instance the teacher's words are a confirmation of and a 
comment on his energetic activity in the schoolyard. But the notion, which the teacher's words 
imply, of a talented young man with great natural potential who would perform either great good 
or great evil for his city, confirms Themistokles' talents but also suggests that there was some 
doubt as to the end to which his talents would be used and throws the spotlight on to his education.13 

Plutarch has noted the attention paid by the young Themistokles to the practical in his leisure 
time. He now turns to his attitude to his lessons, and finds that the same bias extends there too. 
Once again we have a contrast marked by |iév and ôé. On the one hand (the |iev clause), Themis- 
tokles neglects 'character-forming' studies (lòcç |ièv t)0otcoioÍ)ç se. Ttociôeúaeiç).14 On the other 
hand (ôé), he had 'a passion beyond his years' (ÛTtepepcov) for practical training, 'since he put his 
trust in his nature'.15 The contrast works along the same lines as the contrast earlier in the para- 
graph between nature and character, although now Themistokles' 'choice' is made more specific: 
he rejects real education but concentrates on practical training. 

No information is given about what exactly such character-forming education consisted of, 
though Plutarch does go on to talk of Themistokles' inability in 'liberal and cultivated pursuits' and 
his being unable to play the lyre or harp (2.4). It is in fact a feature of Plutarch's Lives generally 
that, although lack of education and its effects are often commented upon, Plutarch is never very 

10 ...ßeßaicmxTcx Òr' (pÚGeooç io%x)v Ôti^cbaaç ...* 
oiKeiai yap ̂vvéoei Kai oike TtpouaOœv éç ocuTnv oúôèv 
oik' £7ti|ia0còv .... Hornblower (1991) ad loe. translates 
'from his own native acuteness', 'without any study either 
before or at the time'. Gomme (1945) ad loc. notes the 
obscurity of the sentence (is oik' ETUfiaOcov 'not learning 
later"?). Martin (1961) 327-31 discusses Plutarch's ex- 
ploitation of the Herodotean and Thucydidean material on 
Themistokles' synesis; see also Piccirilli (1983) xiv-xv. 
Arrian 7.28.2 also exploits the Thucydidean description of 
Themistokles to describe the foresight of Alexander the 
Great. 

11 On the meaning oìproairesis in Plutarch, see Duff 
(1999) 39, with further bibliography. As Gill (1983) 479- 
80 points out, the use of proairesis for character reflects a 
common ancient view that virtue 'is not just a habit or con- 
ditioned reflex but depends on some kind of rational deci- 
sion'. Cf. Gill (1996) 71-2, 249-50. 12 Frost (1980) ad loc. may be right in claiming on the 
basis of Cic. Brut. 12.46 that formal speeches of defence 

and prosecution did not exist at this period (though 
Plutarch does not claim that Themistokles' speeches 
obeyed the formal rules of rhetoric). But whether the an- 
ecdote is apocryphal or not, it is one of a number of school- 
yard stories that foretell the rise of great figures: e.g. Hdt. 
1.114 of Cyrus I. Cf. also Xen. Oik. 1 1 .22-5, where Ischo- 
machos practises making forensic speeches, and Cyrop. 
1.2.6-7, where boys press charges against each other. 

13 See below, pp. 9-10; there may be allusion to Re- 
public 6.491d-495b and Xen. Mem. 4. 1 .3-4. The teachers' 
words also recall and confirm the notion of Themistokles' 
'greatness', which was introduced in the first chapter in 
what is probably his mother's epitaph in which she is 
imagined to say, 'I declare that for the Greeks I gave birth 
to the great Themistokles' (1.1). See Duff (2008) 159-68. 14 For f)0o7toióç in this sense, see Duff (1999) 37 and 
the passages cited there. 

15 ÚTtepepcov is Madvig's emendation of MS 
ûrcepopcov. On the textual problems of this sentence, see 
Duff (forthcoming, b). 
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informative about what good education might actually have consisted of, perhaps because he con- 
sidered the answer to be obvious and uncontroversial.16 Music and literature, athletics, and per- 
haps philosophy, are probably intended here - to be contrasted with the practical training which 
Themistokles did receive.17 In other cases in the Lives where real education is shown to be lack- 
ing, there is often, as here, a contrast with what the subject concentrated on instead, that is, 'prac- 
tical' training: here apparently rhetorical and political, in other cases military.18 What is clear here 
is that Themistokles deliberately rejects what Plutarch presents as the kind of 'real' education 
which would lead to virtue. The emphasis is not, though, on the bad results of Themistokles' lack 
of education. Rather Plutarch sees in Themistokles' attitude to education that same bias in favour 
of practical action, which he saw in his behaviour in the schoolyard. So it is not a question of 
education influencing the way his character turned out. Rather, Themistokles' attitude to educa- 
tion is seen as revealing pre-existing characteristics. 

Themistokles, then, paid passionate and excessive attention to his practical studies at the ex- 
pense of real character-forming studies. There remains the phrase œç xfji (púoei moTeúcov ('since 
he put his trust in his nature'), which is tagged on to the end of the sentence in a very Plutarchan 
way.19 The point is that Themistokles considered his natural abilities to be great enough that he 
did not need real education, which 'formed character' (fiGorcoioúç), only the practical kind. This 
continues the contrast between nature and character which runs throughout this passage: Themis- 
tokles rejects activities which would improve his character and shows an excessive interest in 
practical training - i.e. training which did not 'form' character - since he trusted nature alone. 
This interpretation is confirmed by what is given later as Themistokles' own assessment of his 
youth, when 'he employed his nature just as it was, without reason or education' (2.7: axe xfji 
(pt>G£i K(X0' aüxTiv xpcojLievoç, avei) ̂ óyoi) Kai rcaiôeíaç). 

'Hence' (Ö0ev), Plutarch continues (2.4) - i.e. because of his rejection of character- forming 
education and concentration on the practical - 'when he was later mocked in those activities said 
to be (tayo|iévaiç) liberal and cultivated by those who seemed to be educated (xœv nenaiòevadai 
ôokoÚvxcov)' he replied that, although he had not learnt music, he had learnt 'how to take a small 
and inglorious city and make it great and glorious'. This bon mot of Themistokles was plainly well 
known and goes back at least to Ion of Chios (FGrH 392 F 13 = Plut. Kim. 9.1). But as so often 
Plutarch uses what he may have found as an isolated anecdote in his sources to make or illustrate 
a point about character. Themistokles' saying suggests not only his rejection of liberal education 
in favour of practical politics. It also suggests an arrogance and boorishness (cf. cpopxiKcbxepov); 
ÔOKoúvxcov is probably to be taken as representing Themistokles' own thoughts or 'focalisation', 
and contains a sneer at those 'seemed to be' (or 'thought they were') educated.20 Similar might be 
the case with Àeyonévaiç ('activities said to be liberal and cultivated'). These words convey 
Themistokles' disdain for proper character- forming education, and give an insight into his 
psychology. This story, then, continues the contrast between practical skill and artistic ineptitude 
set up in the previous sentences. The 'hence' is important: this anecdote is meant to confirm the 

16 See Pelling (1988) esp. 266 (= repr. 2002a, 290); 
(1990a) esp. 232-5 (= repr. 2002a, 313-15); (2002b) 321- 
2. For music, athletics and literature (the first of which is 
confirmed by Them. 2.4) cf. Per. 4.1, with Städter (1989) 
ad loc, and Alex. 7.2, with Hamilton (1969) ad loc. For 
'liberal pursuits' (éA,£D0épioi oiaxpißai) see also^/&. 2.5- 
7; Dem. 4.4 (xcov é|iU£À,cov Kai 7ipoGT|KÓvTcov èA,ei)0épa>i 
Ttaiôi uaOrijicxTcov arcai Ôedtoç). Plutarch's description of 
Dion's attempts to reform the young Dionysios, later II, of 
Syracuse combines some of the elements and vocabulary 
noted here {Dion 9.1). 

17 Plutarch may well here be influenced by Platonic 
notions: Plato in the Republic had talked of education as 

working in two stages: the first stage consisted of music (or 
literature: mousikê) and athletics, the second stage con- 
sisted of philosophical education (e.g. Rep. 3.40 ld-e, 
403c-d, 7.525b-c). See Gill (2006) 134, with further bib- 
liography. Themistokles' inability in music would thus be 
significant, as well as the fact that he did not study with a 
real philosopher {Them. 2.4-6). 

18 E.g. Phil 3.2-4.10; Aem. 2.5-6; Pyrrh. 8.3-7; Mar. 
2. 1 : all discussed below. 

19 On this feature of Plutarch's style (viz. the tendency 
to pile up subordinate clauses or phrases after the main 
verb) see Yaginuma (1992). 

20 Noted by Holden (1884) ad loc. 
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statements of the previous sentence, where the stress was on neglect of liberal studies combined 
with concentration on practical studies: Themistokles did not know music, but he did understand 
and love practical action and politics.21 

What is at stake so far, then, is not how Themistokles' poor education affected his development, 
but what his rejection of proper education revealed about his character, which is presented here as 
basically static. This interpretation is supported by the following sentences, where Plutarch goes 
on to discuss the teachers under whom Themistokles studied. It was a commonplace from the 
fourth century onwards to associate leading statesmen with teachers.22 Plutarch rejects on chrono- 
logical grounds Stesimbrotos' claim that Themistokles studied under Anaxagoras and Melissos 
and rather assigns him to one Mnesiphilos,23 who taught 'what was then called wisdom (sophia), 
but was in reality political cleverness and active intelligence' (2.6: ôeivóirixa tcoÀitiktìv Kai 
ôpaaxripiov aúveoiv) - that is, practical political skills rather than what Plutarch had earlier termed 
character-forming studies.24 In asserting that Themistokles did not in fact learn wisdom, Plutarch 
might be thinking of Herodotos, who had several times called him wise (sophos) (8.110, 124). 
For Plutarch Themistokles was not wise in the true sense, but merely - though impressively - 

intelligent and skilful.25 For readers who remember their Herodotos, the point is not so much a 
correction of Herodotos, but a piece of sophisticated literary criticism: sophia, as Plutarch says, had 
a different meaning in the fifth century, and so his reader should take Herodotos' ascription of it 
to Themistokles in this light.26 

The contrast here between intelligence and wisdom is important; it is aligned with the contrast, 
central to this passage, between practical training and true education, and between nature and char- 
acter. Plutarch has already emphasized Themistokles' devotion to what he termed xcov ... eíç 
aúveaiv r' rcpa^iv t kzyo'iév(ùv ('what was said with a view to practical intelligence and ac- 
tion'?).27 The phrase ôpocGiripiov cróveaiv ('active intelligence') recalls this: his studying under 
Mnesiphilos is an example of this devotion to practical training.28 It also recalls xfji ¡lèv yvcei 
covexóç ('intelligent by nature') in 2.1 and Thucydides' description of the uneducated Themis- 
tokles trusting in 'his own natural intelligence' (1.138.3). All this provides a new and very 
Plutarchan twist to the Thucydides passage, which Plutarch presses and the implications of which 
he draws out, emphasising Themistokles' lack of education in real character- forming pursuits, 
though assuming that he must have had some practical training. 

Themistokles' cleverness and skill will, of course, have important results: Plutarch will later 
ascribe the victory at Salamis partly at least to 'the judgement and cleverness of Themistokles' 

21 This same contrast will recur in Them. 5.3, the only 
other mention of music in the Life: Themistokles 'when 
still young' persuades the famous harpist Epikles of 
Hermione to practise at his house. He did this not because 
he was interested in music, but 'because he was eager 
((piXoTiuxyojievoc) that many people would ask for his 
house and come and visit him'. 

22 Frost (1971): Cooper (2002) 318-19. 
23 Mnesiphilos is mentioned in Hdt. 8.57-8 as giving 

Themistokles advice just before Salamis, a story which 
Plutarch rejects in the De Herod, malig. (869d-f) and does 
not include in the Life (see below n.34); his name appears 
on some ostraka. He appears as a speaker in Plutarch's 
Symposium of seven wise men. On Themistokles and Mne- 
siphilos, see Ferrara (1964) 55-60; Frost (1971); Piccirilli 
(1983) ad loe. 

24 Compare Plutarch's similar claim in Per. 4.2 that 
Perikles' teacher Damon, who was reputed to be a teacher 
of ta mousika, was really an 'extreme sophist' (ocKpoç ao(p- 
iOTT|ç) and used the name of music as a cover to conceal 

his demotes (see below, pp. 14-15). Deinotês is cleverness 
or skill, even cunning - as Aristotle puts it, the ability to at- 
tain one's aim, whether good or bad (NE 1144a). On 
deinotês in Plutarch, see Frazier (1996) 210-12; for 'polit- 
ical cleverness' (ôeivóxriç noXixiKi]) cf. Lys. 2.4. 25 Notably Plutarch characterizes the tricking of 
Xerxes to withdraw after Salamis, which Herodotos saw as 
showing Themistokles to be truly 'wise and of sound 
judgement' (ao<póç xe Kai evPodXoç) as an act of phronê- 
sis(Them. 16.6 -Hdt. 8.110). In 17.3 Plutarch admits that 
Themistokles won the prize for wisdom (aoípíaç 
àpiaiEÎov), as in Hdt. 8.124. But this is historical fact: 
Plutarch has already pointed out that wisdom meant some- 
thing different then. 

26 See Pelling (2007) esp. 153-4, for how knowledge of 
Herodotos is assumed in the Them. 

27 For the textual problem, see Duff (forthcoming, b). 28 Plutarch also says that Mnesiphilos' successors 
transferred the application of his teaching 'from deeds to 
words'. So what Mnesiphilos taught was action. 
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(yvcb|Lir|i ... Kai ôeivóxr|Ti xfji ©ejuioTOKÀéoix;) (15.5).29 But note that the section on Mnesiphilos 
is not really about influences - the point is not that Themistokles learnt from him, that Mnesiphilos 
encouraged him to develop the skill he would later use. He has already, after all, been described 
as by nature intelligent. Rather Themistokles' studying under Mnesiphilos is confirmation of 
Themistokles' character, of his single-minded pursuit of the practical. This, presumably, is part of 
the point of the denial that Themistokles studied under Anaxagoras. The chronology, of course, 
as Plutarch points out, rules out study under Anaxagoras. But the denial of association with 
Anaxagoras, and the assertion of association with Mnesiphilos, also make a point about Themis- 
tokles' character: he was not the sort of person to have associated with a true philosopher, only with 
one who offered merely practical training. A similar logic can be found in Plutarch's treatment of 
the tradition of Solon's meeting with Croesus in Solon 27. There too, Plutarch examines the trad- 
ition in the light of chronological evidence, concluding that Solon and Croesus cannot have met; 
but whereas in the Themistokles both chronological accuracy and Plutarch's notions of the sort of 
behaviour that one might expect of Themistokles converge, in Solon 27 Plutarch is prepared to re- 
ject chronology in favour of an explanation which better 'fits Solon's character'.30 The tendency, 
then, to start with a conception of character and to look for evidence to back this up is much more 
blatant and obvious in Solon 27, which, it must be admitted, is rather an extreme case. But the same 
logic is at work in Them. 2: Themistokles studied not with Anaxagoras but with Mnesiphilos - and 
that is consistent with, and both confirms and illustrates, his character as sketched out so far.31 

Plutarch ends the section on Mnesiphilos by adding that Themistokles 'began associating with 
him when he [Themistokles] was already involved in public life'. This is of course in one sense 
another example of a scrupulousness as regards chronology: such phrases as 'but this happened 
later' occur relatively frequently in the Lives, and warn the reader that an anecdote or other infor- 
mation has been placed out of chronological order.32 In a similar way, earlier in the passage the 
story of his remark about not knowing how to play the lyre was explicitly introduced as having 
taken place 'later' (uaxepov). But the fact that Plutarch has felt able to place in the context of his 
discussion of Themistokles' education two stories which relate to later in life confirms our analy- 
sis of how Them. 2 has been working so far. Plutarch has been assuming that character is basically 
constant, and has been looking for confirmation of this character in Themistokles' attitude to 
education. It is irrelevant for this purpose whether the material he so uses relates to when Themis- 
tokles was a child, a young man or even rather late in life.33 All are equally useful to illustrate that 
Themistokles was excessively concerned with the practical and neglected true education.34 

Education and Themistokles ' character: a developmental model (Them. 2. 7-8) 
So far, then, the emphasis has been not on how Themistokles' poor education affected his charac- 
ter, but on what Themistokles' rejection of real education shows about his character - although the 

29 Other examples of Themistokles' cleverness: 10.1-7; 
12.3; 19.1-3; cf. navoupyœç in 1.3. See Larmour (1992) 
4187-8. 

30 7ipe7iovxa xcoi EóXcovoç rjuei Kai xfjç ekeívoi) 
u£YaXo(ppocóvrjç mi cocpíocç a^iov. On Sol. 21 A and its 
implications, see Pelling (1990b) 19-21 (= repr. 2002a, 
143-5); Duff (1999) 312-13. Plutarch makes another 
judgement on chronological grounds in Them. 27.1-2 
(which Persian king did Themistokles meet in exile?). 

31 Argument based on coherence of character (e.g. 
Aristotle, Ath. Pol. 6.3) is common in Plutarch: see 
Barbu (1934) 139-43; Lombardi (1996); Stadter (1987) 
266 (see n.64, below). 

32 E.g. Crass. 3.8; Pomp. 2.12; Alk. 7.6; Ant. 5.1 with 
Pelling's note ad loc. Of course the absence of such an ex- 

plicit declaration should not be taken as confirmation that 
Plutarch's organization of material does conform with the 
chronological order of events. 

33 Marr (1998) ad loc. sees Plutarch as suggesting that 
Mnesiphilos was advisor to Themistokles in his youth, and 
rightly points out that chronological considerations make it 
likely that Mnesiphilos was instead 'a political associate of 
Themistokles'. But Plutarch is in fact quite explicit that their 
association occurred after Themistokles had grown up. 

34 It suits Plutarch's purpose, of course, to deal with 
Themistokles' relationship with Mnesiphilos early, as it al- 
lows him to avoid mentioning the major role which 
Herodotos gave him at Salamis: De Herod, malig. 869d 
criticizes Herodotos' account. See Pelling (2007) 157-9. 
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use of the term 'character-forming' (t)0o7coioç) does hint at the possibility of development. 
Themistokles' disdain for true education and his excessive concentration on the practical has been 
presented as reflecting, confirming and illustrating a character which is assumed to be constant. 
We have here, then, not a developmental model of character, but what I would call a static/ 
illustrative one, a model which assumes that the same characteristics evident in the adult will also 
be discernible in the child, and looks for anecdotes or other material which will reveal them. 

But Plutarch now changes direction and turns to examine the way in which Themistokles' 
education might actually have affected his character. In so doing, he abandons anecdotes and 
alludes rather to theoretical discussions of education and character in Plato and Xenophon: 

to')to)i jiev o5v tí8t| noXiievóyiEvoq érc^riaíaÇev. év Sè tocîç rcpcoraiç xr'q veoxrixoç opiiaîç ávcojua^oç 
f'v Kai àax(i0|ir|Toç, axe xfji (púaei ica0' aûrnv %pcójLievoç, âvei) taSyoi) Kai 7tai8eíaç èn9 ccjicpÓTEpa 
¡leyáXaq rcoio-ujnévrii jueiaßo^ac xcòv èTcvrriSeDiLUXTCuv, Kai tcoààcxkiç è^iaxa|Liévr|i rcpòç xò %eîpov, œç 
üoxepov a')xòç (bjioXoyei, Kai toùç xpa%')xáxo')ç nwXovq àpíaxovç ïnnoxx; yíyveaGai (paGKcov, oxav 
r'q TcpoariKei Tt>%coai rcaiôeíaç Kai KocTccpTÚoecoç. 

He began studying with this man [Mnesiphilos] when he was already involved in political life. But in 
the first impulses of his youth he was uneven and unstable, because he employed his nature just as it was, 
without reason and education, and it produced great changes of habit both to good and bad, and often 
deviated for the worse, as he himself later used to admit, saying that even the most intractable colts be- 
come excellent horses, when they get the education and discipline they require. (Them. 2.7) 

Themistokles' words on his own youthful character are at first sight in keeping with what has gone 
before: he employed his nature 'just as it was', 'without reason and education'.35 But there seems 
also to be implied here some sort of later reform: that later on in life he did get at least some of the 
'the education and discipline' which he required. There is, however, a certain lack of clarity about 
how Themistokles' association with Mnesiphilos might relate to this. It is not clear, for example, 
whether we take the UGiepov ('later') to refer to the time when Themistokles was in contact with 
Mnesiphilos, or to a later undefined period. But, as we have noted, Plutarch was earlier careful to 
make the point that what Mnesiphilos taught was practical skill not real wisdom, and his associa- 
tion with Mnesiphilos was used to provide evidence for Themistokles' over-concentration on the 
practical. The emphasis here, then, is not on Mnesiphilos' making up for some of Themistokles' 
early educational deprivation: it is on early lack of proper education rather than later recovery. 

But the paradigm has subtly shifted. Until this point, Themistokles' attitude to his education 
has been invoked in order to illustrate a static character. Now Plutarch turns to explain why 
Themistokles turned out the way he did. The young Themistokles is unstable (ávco|Li(xÀ,oç ... Kai 
àaxá6jir|xoç). The reason for this (axe...) is that through lack of education (avei) Àóyoi) Kai 
jcaiôeíaç), he 'employed his nature just as it was', and his nature, untutored as it was, was unsta- 
ble: it produced great changes of behaviour 'to both sides', i.e. to both the good and the bad, and 
'often deviated for the worse'. The participle é^iaxa|iévr|i has sometimes been translated here 
'degenerating', but this introduces a notion not present in the Greek.36 The idea is rather that 
Themistokles' nature, without the benefit of education, was unstable, and that this caused his 
behaviour to 'veer widely', as Marr has translated it; some of these changes were for good and 
some for bad, but 'often' these changes really were 'for the worse'. 

35 Cf. Demades, who was famous for being able to speak 
on the spur of the moment - unlike Demosthenes who pre- 
pared his speeches - and is described in Dem. 10.1 as 
'using his nature' (ttji qvÓGEi xpíójievov). Contrast e.g. 
Plutarch's Alexander, whose nature is 'easily led by reason 

to the path of duty' (pociÔioûç Ô' àyouivriv vnò X&yov rcpòç 
to ôéov) (Alex. l.Y.cf below, n.39). 36 E.g. Penin, Carena, Duff (1999) 62. LSJ (II 4) cite 
Plato, Rep. 2.380d, é^íataixo ttjç èœuToû iÔéaç and trans- 
late 6 depart from, degenerate from one's own nature'. But 
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Note that this is not about character change in the way in which scholars have tended to un- 
derstand that concept: those few instances where Plutarch or Tacitus note a sudden reversal in a 
subject's behaviour and wonder whether this really was a radical change of character or merely a 
revelation of what had lain hidden before.37 Rather, instability is presented here as a constant 
feature of the young Themistokles. It may indeed be that whatever improvement in later life is 
implied here (and it is not wholly clear to what extent this is implied), it is to be seen not as com- 
ing about through education but through a process of maturation, resulting in Themistokles' 
attaining a more stable character. 

The idea, furthermore, is not that Themistokles' lack of education caused his youthful instability 
of character and behaviour; he was born unstable. But had he had proper education he might 
have attained the kind of stability which Plutarch elsewhere associated with virtue.38 It is not a 
question here then of bad education damaging Themistokles, but rather that he failed to get the 
benefit that good education might have brought. But either way, Plutarch is not now looking at 
Themistokles' attitude to education in order to discern his character; he is instead assuming that 
education affects character development. The comparison with horses is apposite: the point is not 
about horses revealing their pre-existing character by the way in which they react to their training; 
rather, it is about the good effect which such training brings; even the wildest horses turn out well 
'when they get the education and discipline they require'.39 So Themistokles, who lacked reason 
and education, turned out, if not bad, at least inconsistent and unstable. 

In fact, this passage probably alludes to a passage of Xenophon's Memorabilia, where 
Xenophon discusses how Sokrates treated his pupils: 'He used to teach', Xenophon says 'those 
who thought that they were good by nature but despised learning that the natures which seem to 
be best most need education. He would point out that those horses which have the best natural en- 
dowment (toùç exxp^eaxáxoDç), which are spirited and vehement, become the most useful and 
best, if they are broken in from youth, but, if they are untamed, become the most uncontrollable 
and worthless. . . ' So talented men, Sokrates argued, would either turn out very well ('for the good 
things that they do are very numerous and very great') or very badly, depending on their educa- 
tion (Xen. Mem. 4.1.3-4). Xenophon's words here were probably meant in the first instance to 
bring Alkibiades to mind, but shortly after it one of Sokrates' companions asks him about Themis- 
tokles: had he become great 'through conversation with some wise man, or by nature'? Sokrates 
replies that when to practise even minor arts requires competent teachers, it would be simple- 
minded to imagine that statesmanship comes 'of its own accord' {Mem. 4.22: ànb tocutoikxtod) 
- a striking correction of Thucydides. 

The comparison with horses that Plutarch puts into Themistokles' mouth,40 combined with the 
emphasis on his great natural abilities but inadequate education, make clear that allusion to the 

the Plato passage is talking precisely about inconsistency: 
God cannot be inconsistent or have as many forms as the 
poets represent him. In the other examples LSJ cite, the 
idea is likewise 'deviation' from a norm, though, as in 
Arist. Pol. 5.1309b 30-1 ('deviating constitutions') or HA 
488b 19-20 (a thoroughbred is one that 'does not deviate 
from its own nature'), the implication can be negative, and 
in Plut., Quaest. conv. 3.649e definitely so (ivy planted in 
Babylon e^ÍGxaxo Kai àTcnyope-uev). But cf. Thuc. 2.61.2 
(cited in LSJ II 5), m! eyo) M¿v ó oròióç dui Kal oúk 
é^íaxaum • ')U£iç ôè (lexaßaÄAexE ('I remain the same 
and do not deviate [from my opinion]; you are the ones 
who are changing'). 37 See above, n.7. 

38 See above, p. 2. 

39 Other horse metaphors for education are used in this 
way: Lyk. 30.4; Ages. 1.3; Plato, Apol. 20a-b; Laws 808d. 
But cf. Alex. 6.1-7, where Plutarch implies a parallel be- 
tween the good nature of Boukephalas (he was full of thy- 
mos and pneuma), and that of Alexander, which was 
'unyielding but easily led by reason' (7.1): Städter (1996) 
292-4. There the point seems to be both that they benefited 
from training (with allusion in 7.1 to Laws 808d-e) and 
that their good nature was revealed by their reaction to 
training. 

40 Though Themistokles seems to have been particu- 
larly associated with horses, cf. Plato, Meno 93d; 
Athenaios 576c and 533d (= Idomeneus, FGrH 338 F4a- 
b); Aischines Soc. SSR VI A 48, 50 (below, n.44). At the 
end of the Life one of Themistokles' sons dies from a 
horse-bite (Them. 32.2). 
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Xenophon passage is intended. Indeed the earlier remark of Themistokles' teacher, that he would 
'not turn out to be anything small ... but great, for sure, either good or bad' (2.2), exploits the 
ideas of and is explained by this passage.41 The comparison with horses might well also bring to 
mind Plato's famous image of the disobedient horse of the soul which needs to be controlled by 
reason, to which Plutarch often refers {Phaidros 253c-254e).42 But the idea of a talented but un- 
educated man, who would veer to both good and bad, probably alludes also to Plato's paradigmatic 
discussion in Republic Book 6 of the man of 'great nature', who, depending on his education, 
would do either great good or great ill to his city (491d-495b).43 

Xenophon seems to imply that Themistokles, although he started life badly, must in the end 
have had access to proper education.44 This may be the implication of Them. 2.7, though this is 
not really spelt out and the idea may be at least as much one of maturation. That indeed is the way 
Themistokles' reform is presented in God's slowness to punish. There Themistokles is an example 
of someone who had a wild youth but - despite this - later did great services to his country {De 
sera num. 551e-552b). There is no mention of education as a cause of reform; the stress is on the 
fact that uneducated and wild but talented youths, like Themistokles, can later do great good. The 
passage of time is key; hence God's forbearance in not punishing sins at once. Significantly, 
Plutarch goes on to invoke explicitly the Platonic paradigm {Republic 6.491d-495b); the point 
seems to be one more about maturity than about education correcting wrongs - though, as in Them. 
2.7, there is the suggestion that education ('reason') later in life may also play a role.45 In Them. 
2.7, then, as in the God s slowness passage, the allusions to Xenophon and Plato reinforce the no- 
tion of the young Themistokles' brilliance but instability and lack of real education. In both there 
is a certain ambiguity about the cause of his later reform. But more importantly for our purposes 
both passages, like the Xenophon and Plato passages on which they draw, assume a develop- 
mental model in which education has the potential to affect character. 

But if 2.7 betrayed traces of a developmental model of character, in the two stories about 
Themistokles' wild youth that follow Plutarch returns to a static model, in which behaviour in 
childhood or youth reveals rather than determines character. These two stories are made to seem 
to flow logically from the discussion of Themistokles' youth ('as for the fictional stories which 
some connect with this [i.e. his wild youth]'). The first story - that Themistokles' father renounced 
him and his mother committed suicide at her son's dishonour - is mentioned only to be dismissed 

41 Frost (1971) 22 notes this passage in his discussion 
of Themistokles and Mnesiphilos, but does not see 
Plutarch as alluding to it. 42 Ant. 36.1-2; De virt. moral. 445b-c; De gen. Soc. 
588f; Plat, quaest. 1008c-d; 1009b; cf. Galba 6.4 (with 
Ash (1997) 192-4); De tuenda sanit. 125b; De cohib. ira 
453c. See Duff (1999) 78-9, 85, 88-9 and esp. Trapp 
('99Q) passim and 172. The story of Alexander's training 
of Boukephalas, and of his own education by Aristotle, 
narrated in Alexander 6-7, exploits the same image and 
presumably alludes to the same passage: Städter (1996) 
293-4. 

43 The Republic passage, which was almost certainly 
also intended to bring Alkibiades to mind, probably influ- 
enced Xenophon too. Plutarch frequently alludes to this 
passage elsewhere, especially in the Alk. -Cor. and Demetr.- 
Ant. For the details, see Duff (1999) 45-9, 60-5, 205-8, 
224-8. 

44 Stesimbrotos had associated Themistokles with 
Anaxagoras and Melissos, as Plutarch notes (2.5). The 
chronology is wrong, but the motivation may have been 
similar: to provide him with an education and a teacher. 

This seems to have been the line taken by the Socratic 
writer Aischines in his dialogue Alkibiades. In a fragment 
of this work, Alkibiades seems to have praised Themistok- 
les for his innate ability; Sokrates responds by stressing the 
great knowledge that Themistokles had and arguing that al- 
though Themistokles was originally low-born (cpav^oç), 
uncultured (auxruaoç), and ignorant of horsemanship 
(otcpiTCTioç), he became later in life cultured (uovcikóç) and 
skilled at riding (Í7C7cikóç) (SSR VI A 48, 50). 

45 'For great natures produce nothing small, and, be- 
cause of their keenness, the vigour and activity within 
them do not lie inactive, but they drift in the flood before 
they come to an abiding and settled character'. Instability, 
then, is here a feature of men like Themistokles. 'We', 
Plutarch claims, do not recognize their potential, just as 
one may not recognize the potential of rich and untended 
land (an allusion to Rep. 6.491d-492a); but 'the better 
judge' sees its value and 'waits for the maturity which 
works with reason and virtue (Xoyoi) Kai àpernç cuvepyòv 
rjXiKÍav), and for the season when its nature brings forth 
its proper fruit' (552c-d). 
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by Plutarch.46 The second anecdote is introduced to disprove the first: there was no rift with his 
father because the latter used to try to dissuade him from entering politics by suggesting the dan- 
gers it entailed: 'he pointed out to him the old triremes lying on the beach cast aside and over- 
looked, saying that the people behave in the same way towards its demagogues, when they have 
no use for them'. The anecdote has a predictive function: the image of the triremes abandoned on 
the shore looks forward both to Themistokles' success in building up Athens' navy and to his 
victory at Salamis, as well, of course, to his own rejection by the Athenian people. It also con- 
firms and illustrates Themistokles' early ambition and desire for practical action. It has already 
been made clear that Themistokles' love of the practical was taking him in the direction of politics. 
Now he is intent on entering politics, and it is from this that his father attempts to dissuade him. 
The anecdote is not used to explain his ambition; there is no sense here that this incident, or his 
father's experiences of an ungrateful people, actually influenced Themistokles' development, made 
him more or less ambitious, more cautious or fearful of the people. On the contrary, the anec- 
dote is illustrative of Themistokles' character. We are back here, then, in an anecdotal mode of 
discourse, where anecdotes are deployed to provide evidence for a static character.47 

III. EDUCATION IN OTHER LIVES 

We have, then, in Them. 2 a combination of two ways of looking at education, two ways of un- 
derstanding the relationship between childhood and adult character: what I have called a static/ 
illustrative model and a developmental model. The combination of the two, moreover, though 
not logically impossible, might be thought to cause a certain circularity of argument: Themistok- 
les' poor education, which concentrated only on the practical, caused his unbalanced character; and 
his unbalanced character is revealed in his rejection of proper education. We shall return to this 
point. In fact, however, the tension between the developmental and static/illustrative models of 
character is not uncommon in treatments of education elsewhere in the Lives. It is sometimes 
elsewhere combined with the pattern which we noted in the Themistokles, in which attention to 
practical training is combined with neglect of liberal education.48 

Philopoimen 
A good example is the case of Philopoimen, statesman and general of the Achaian League in the 
late third and early second centuries BC. Plutarch begins in ch.l with an extremely positive pic- 
ture of his education, and praise of his educators. Upon being left an orphan, Philopoimen was 
raised by his guardian Kleander 'just as Homer says Achilles was raised by Phoinix'. 'Right from 
the beginning', Plutarch says, 'his character took on a noble and kingly mould and growth (ttAocgiv 
Kai oro^ricnv)'. We are plainly thinking here in terms of character development; the metaphor of 
moulding or shaping is significant: education is seen as forming character.49 When Philopoimen 
was an antipais, which probably means 'a little more than a child', he was taught by two academic 
philosophers, Ekdelos and Demophanes.50 These men, Plutarch claims, had more than any of their 
contemporaries applied philosophy to practical action, expelling tyrants and instituting laws. 
Nevertheless, they considered the education of Philopoimen a particular success of theirs, 'on the 

46 Such stories were evidently part of the negative tra- 
dition on Themistokles. Aelian mentioned the renuncia- 
tion (2.12). It is also mentioned by the Socratic writer 
Aischines (SSR VI A 48); see Piccirilli ( 1 982). On the neg- 
ative tradition on Themistokles generally, see Frost (1980) 
15-39 passim; Piccirilli (1983) x-xii; (1989) 7-8. 47 A longer analysis of these anecdotes can be found in 
Duff (2003) 92-3; cf. idem (forthcoming, a). 

48 For this combination, cf. Pelling (1996) xxvi-xxix; 
(2000) 332-3 (= repr. 2002a, 340-1). 49 For moulding or shaping as a metaphor for educa- 
tion, see De virt. moral. 443c: xr'v 7uoióxr|Ta tocütti v Kai 
xrjv Ôioupopàv ë0£i A,außav£i to akoyov xrnò xox> Xóyoi) 
7itaxTTÓu£vov; Lyk.-Num. 4.7 (above, n.8). 50 Ziegler's emendation. The MSS have Ekdemos and 
are divided between Demophanes and Megalophanes. See 
Ziegler (1934) 228-33. 
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grounds that through philosophy they had made this man a common benefit to Greece' {Phil. 
1 .2-5). Good education, then, formed Philopoimen's character and did it well. 

After a discussion of Philopoimen's appearance in ch.2, Plutarch turns in ch.3 to his character, 
and here things are rather more negative. Plutarch first states Philopoimen's character flaws: 'The 
ambitiousness of his character was not totally devoid of contentiousness nor free of anger'. Thus, 
Plutarch says, although Philopoimen tried to model himself on the great Theban general 
Epameinondas, he only succeeded in imitating the latter's indifference to money, and 'his energy 
and intelligence' (xò ôpocoxripiov Kai ouvexòv at)xo')); his anger and contentiousness made him 
unable to maintain the latter's 'calm, weighty and humane disposition in political disputes'. In con- 
sequence 'he was thought to be more suitable for military than for political virtue' {Phil. 3.1). 

Philopoimen's character, then, was unbalanced. How does this relate to his education? Plutarch 
continues, 'For from his childhood he loved soldiering and devoted himself to lessons useful 
to soldiering - fighting in armour and horse-riding' (3.2). The 'for' (Kai yap) is important here: 
is his unbalanced education to be seen as causing the imperfections of character? In other words, 
does it explain why his character was the way it was? Or does Philopoimen's own unbalanced ap- 
plication to his education flow from and provide evidence for his imperfection of character? We 
should almost certainly take it in the latter way. Plutarch has already told us that it was 
Philopoimen's 'anger and contentiousness' which prevented him from attaining Epameinondas' 
virtues, and in ch. 1 we have learnt that the educational opportunities which Philopoimen had were 
excellent - taught not only by Academic philosophers but by ones successful in politics too. His 
over-concentration on military training, then, should not be blamed on his education but on his own 
character. There may not necessarily, of course, be an either-or choice here: it is not logically im- 
possible to see Philopoimen's over-concentration on military lessons, stemming as it did from his 
own pre-existing character, as itself then influencing the way his character developed. But the 
dominant model in ch.3 is illustrative and static. 

Philopoimen, Plutarch continues, loved wrestling, but rejected athletics, as being unconducive 
to a soldier's physique; this bias, which has its parallel in Themistokles' rejection of music, he 
continued later in life, when he was a commander {Phil 3.3-5). For the rest of the chapter we are 
dealing with the character of the adult Philopoimen, and the actions which reveal it. But the tran- 
sition from the section on childhood is smooth, as it too assumes a static character, and merely 
looks at childhood for early manifestations of the adult character: 'When', Plutarch goes on, 'he 
had freed himself (arcaAAayeic) from teachers and tutors' - a phrase which perhaps conveys 
Philopoimen's own disdain and his eagerness for action51 - he devoted himself to soldiering and 
spent his free time hunting, working on his farm or in public affairs (4.1). He did, says Plutarch, 
listen to speeches and read the work of philosophers, but only those which he considered helpful 
to him in obtaining virtue (that is, his brand of virtue). In a similar way, he read Homer as a stimu- 
lant to manliness (àvôpeía) and was particularly keen on the Tactics of Evangelos and on works 
about Alexander the Great, but despised other kinds of literature as being done 'merely to pass the 
time and for fruitless small talk' (4.8). 'This man', Plutarch concludes, 'seems to have pursued 
military matters more than was necessary . . . 

' (4. 10). We are plainly here dealing not with child- 
hood educational influences but with how his attitude to paideia revealed his character. That the 
transition from childhood to adulthood is handled within a discussion of the same topic - devotion 
to the military, rejection of paideia (athletics, literature) - confirms our earlier conclusion: ch.3 uses 
Philopoimen's unbalanced education as a confirmation of rather than an explanation for his un- 
balanced character. The rest of his Life will continue in the same vein, showing how successful 
he was as a general, but how marred his character and his career were because of his excessive 
rivalry and his inability to control his anger.52 

51 Cf. above p. 5 on a similar focalization in Them. 2.4. 52 On this passage, see also Pelling (1997) 125-9. For 
Philopoimen's rivalry and anger, see Pelling (1989) 208-14; 
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We have, then, once again, two models for viewing education. Philopoimen's character was 
moulded by good education; but his contentiousness and anger were also revealed by his attitude 
to his studies; as with Themistokles, deficiencies of character are seen as reflected in rejection of 
proper education and over-concentration on the practical.53 And as with Themistokles, these two 
models (developmental and static/illustrative) are probably to be seen as in tension with each other 
rather than as contradictory. It is not so illogical after all, to claim both that Philopoimen's 
development was improved by a good education, and that his own innate character caused him to 
concentrate too much on military training - especially if we see the good education as being 
chronologically prior. Nor is it totally illogical to claim both that his over-concentration on mili- 
tary training affected his character, and that this over-concentration revealed how imbalanced his 
character was. Both positions can be held simultaneously. 

Coriolanus 
Occasionally Plutarch seems to employ only the developmental model. Coriolanus is famously in- 
troduced as an illustration of Plato's assertion 'that even if nature is noble and good but is de- 
prived of education, it brings forth many bad fruits along with the good, just like rich farm land 
which has not received the proper care' {Cor. 1 .3). The allusion is to the same passage oí Repub- 
lic Book 6 that is alluded to at Them. 2.7 (491d-492a), and as at Them. 2.7, it is a developmental 
model which Plutarch is here using. The raw material of Coriolanus' nature, it is implied, was 
good, but his education was deficient or unbalanced and so, notwithstanding his good nature, pro- 
duced an unbalanced character. To illustrate Coriolanus' character, Plutarch declares that while 
people admired his manly qualities, in political relations' they found him offensive and arrogant 
(1.4). 'For', he continues, 'men can enjoy no greater favour from the Muses than the taming 
(e£r||H£po')G9ai) of their nature by reason and education, having received moderation by means 
of reason and having got rid of excess' (1.5).54 

Coriolanus' inability in dealing with people, then, was a result of his poor education. That way 
of understanding this passage is confirmed later in the Life, when Coriolanus is rejected in his bid 
for the consulship. He seethes with rage, and Plutarch explains this failure to react moderately by 
an appeal once again to Plato {Epistle 4, 321c) and a statement that 'the weighty and self-restrained 
part of his soul, which is the chief component of political virtue, was not mixed with reason and 
education' (15.4). But might his poor education have reflected a choice of Coriolanus' own? 
Plutarch makes clear in the next sentence (1.6) that this was not the case: in this period of Roman 
history, he says, Roman society in general saw virtue as consisting chiefly in manliness (àvôpeía). 
So Coriolanus, 'who was naturally passionate for warlike struggles' and who 'began to handle 
weapons from boyhood', must be partly at least excused for his poor education - he did not have 
the opportunities which, say, Philopoimen or Themistokles had. 

Coriolanus, then, had an unbalanced education and this was the cause of his unbalanced char- 
acter. That Plutarch is using here a wholly developmental model should not perhaps surprise us, 
given the central role the passage from the Republic plays in setting the agenda for this Life, and 
given the overlaps in the analysis of Coriolanus' psychology with what we find in the On lack of 

(1997) 128-35; Swain (1988); (1990) 135 (= repr. 1995, 
245); Walsh (1992). Cf. Flam. 1 .4, where Flamininus, who 
is paired with Philopoimen, is said in passing to have had 
only a military education. 

53 The opposite case is provided by Aemilius, though 
here what counts is his attitude not to his own studies, but 
to those of his sons (and does not concern his childhood): 
his good character is revealed in his devotion to their ed- 
ucation, for which he procures the services of Greek teach- 
ers (6.8-10; 28.1 1). His good character is also revealed in 

his positive attitude to Greek learning in general; cf. Swain 
(1990) 132-3 (-repr. 1995, 240-1); Pelling (1989) 215-16. 
Contrast Cato Maj. 22-3, where Cato's harsh character is 
illustrated by his rejection of philosophy and hatred of 
Greek philosophers and doctors. 

54 On this passage, and the Platonic allusion, see 
Pelling (1996) xxvii-xxix; Duff (1999) 206-10. On Cori- 
olanus' education, see also Russell (1963) 23, 27-8 (= repr. 
1995, 361-2, 370-1); Swain (1990) 136-7 (= repr. 1995, 
247-9). 
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anger.55 As we noted earlier, in his theoretical pronouncements in the Moralia, where Plutarch is 
more consciously influenced by Platonic psychology, he seems more inclined to a view of char- 
acter as moulded by education. Furthermore, the discussion of education in the Coriolanus is 
handled wholly by means of analysis; there are no anecdotes. This is obviously related to the first 

point; it is no surprise that particularly Platonic sections are not anecdotal. It also fits with the 

pattern that we have also noted before, that analytical passages tend to assume a developmental 
model and anecdotal sections a static/illustrative model. 

Lysander 
A similar pattern can be seen in the treatment of Lysander 's education. Plutarch begins by noting 
Lysander's susceptibility to considerations of praise and honour {Lys. 2.2). He goes on to explain 
that it was a particular aim of the Spartan education system to instil in young Spartans such sen- 
sitivity to public opinion. Plutarch presumably has in mind here Plato's description in Republic 
Book 8 of the Spartan state as a 'timocracy' - a state in which competition for honour was rife - 

and of the citizen characteristic of this state as particularly fond of victory and honour (xòv 
(piXóviKÓv Te Kai (piXÓTijxov) (545a). Indeed, when Plutarch continues, it is with a paraphrase of 
the Platonic passage: 'So fondness for honour and victory, then (to |ièv oûv (piÀ,óxi|iov ... Kai 
(piÀóviKOv), were firmly implanted in him by his Lakonian training, and his nature should not be 
blamed too much for this' (2.4).56 Education is here clearly assumed to affect character; indeed the 
distinction drawn here between nature and character makes this plain: one should not assume, 
Plutarch argues, that Lysander was ambitious by nature; his ambition was to some extent at least 
a result of his Spartan education. And having raised the issue of the distinction between innate 
qualities and those instilled by education, Plutarch goes on to note some features of the adult 
Lysander, which were his by nature: his obedience and ability to cultivate the powerful; his melan- 
cholia (tendency to anger, violence). This passage from the Lysander, then, is notable for its attempt 
to separate out which features of Lysander's character were natural endowments, and which were 
engendered by education.57 In accepting the possibility of the latter, it assumes a developmental 
model of character, even if the scope of such development as presented here is rather limited.58 

Perikles 
It might be that Plutarch felt that unbalanced character, like that of Themistokles, Coriolanus and 
Lysander, required more explanation than did good, balanced character; that the former, in other 
words, required an analysis of childhood development, whereas the latter, as it was much less 
problematic, did not. This does not hold good, it is true, in all cases. An exception to this rule 
would be the Perikles, where Plutarch devotes a long section, chs 4-6, to a discussion of Perikles' 
teachers.59 We are not, as Städter points out, dealing here with education in childhood but in later 
life;60 but Plutarch does not really make this clear, and this section plays the same role as discus- 
sions of education in childhood play in other Lives. 

Plutarch begins by naming Damon as Perikles' teacher of music, though he then goes on to 
claim that this was a cover and that Damon was really a sophist and taught Perikles political skill 

55 See Duff (1999) 212-13. 
56 o')Ô£v ti uiyoc xprj xfjv (p-ÓGiv év xomoiç avcuxoöai. 
57 On the Lys. passage in general, see Pelling (1988) 

268-74 (= repr. 2002a, 292-7); Duff (1999) 177-80. 
58 A similar attempt to separate out nature, character 

and the influence of education is found at Ages. 1.3-5 and 
Brut. 1 .2-3. In the latter passage, the first Brutus is said to 
have had an ethos which was 'hard by nature and not soft- 
ened by reason' (oú |iataxKÒv ë'xcov imò taSyoi) xò f|0oç). 

'But this [i.e. the later] Brutus . . . having mixed his ethos 
with education and reason through philosophy, and stim- 
ulated his nature, which was weighty and calm, with active 
impulses, seems to have been most harmoniously mixed 
for the good'. See below, p. 22. 

59 Also Brut. 1 (see previous note). 
60 Städter (1987) 257-8; (1989) 68. As Städter (1991) 

points out, the evidence is in fact against Perikles having 
been much influenced at all by such intellectuals. 
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{Per. 4. 1-3).61 Zenon, too, was a teacher of Perikles - though here again Plutarch emphasizes that 
it was technical skill in argument that he taught (4.5). As in the case of Themistokles, such teach- 
ers of technical skills are not considered to offer real education. 'But', Plutarch continues, 'the one 
who associated most with Perikles and did most to clothe him with dignity and a sense of pride 
that was too weighty for him to remain a mere demagogue (9póvr|¡ia ôruLiaycoyiaç 
eußpiGeaxepov), and who in general elevated and promoted the dignity of his character (xò à^íco|ia 
toC tíOodç), was Anaxagoras of Klazomenai, whom his contemporaries called Mind' (4.6). 
Anaxagoras, then, with whom Plutarch was concerned to deny any association on Themistokles' 
part, not only taught Perikles but actually influenced his character. Plutarch goes on to explain that 
Anaxagoras' influence produced in Perikles not only a dignified pride ((ppóvinna aoßapov) but also 
a calmness of character which showed through in his manner of speech and bearing (5.1), and 
made him superior - i.e. not a prey - to superstition. This then is clearly a case of education 
affecting character. There is no hint here of any suggestion that Perikles merely learnt his way of 
speaking or walking as a technique: Anaxagoras' influence really changed him. Of course there 
may well also be here a sense that Perikles' openness to the influence of such a teacher as 
Anaxagoras proved what a good character he had. But in fact Perikles' agency is not stressed 
beyond saying that he admired Anaxagoras 'exceedingly' (')7i£p9')Cûç). 

We should note, however, that within this discussion, Plutarch places two anecdotes. One im- 
mediately follows the statement in ch.5 on the composure and calmness which Perikles learnt from 
Anaxagoras. Perikles once endured someone's insults and jeering all day; when the perpetrator 
even followed Perikles' home with no let-up, Perikles remained calm and had a servant escort him 
home with a torch as it was now dark (5.2). This story is plainly intended to illustrate and con- 
firm Perikles' calmness and composure. It also has a predictive function, like the anecdotes of 
Them. 2.8: Perikles' ability to endure the criticism of the masses and of his political opponents will 
be an important feature of his successful leadership of Athens.62 We are back then here with 
anecdotes which illustrate character, rather than show development. A similar point can be made 
of the anecdote in 6.2-5 which shows Perikles' unsuperstitious attitude towards the appearance of 
a one-horned goat. Once again it has a prophetic function: the seer Lampón declares that the por- 
tent signified that the leadership of Athens would devolve on one man; this, Plutarch says, is what 
actually happened. But equally importantly the anecdote is illustrative of the rationality of 
Perikles' character. Neither anecdote is explanatory: there is no sense that Perikles learnt how to 
be calm in the face of opposition, or received a bolstering to his rationality by the successful dis- 
section of the goat. The combination here of analysis, which assumes a developmental mode, and 
anecdotes, which assume an illustrative mode, is unproblematic, as neither of the anecdotes is pre- 
sented as happening in childhood and the chronology remains vague throughout. It is perfectly 
logical, after all, to claim that Perikles' character developed the way it did because of the influence 
of Anaxagoras, and then to illustrate that character through two anecdotes, which are presumably 
to be taken as having occurred after the association with Anaxagoras.63 But Per. 4-6 does confirm 
what we have noted before, that anecdotes - even when inserted into a context which is arguing 
for development of character - never concentrate on the learning experience itself and are always 
used illustratively.64 

61 See Städter (1989) 70-1, who links this passage with 
Them. 2.6 and points out that Per. 4.2 is dependent on 
Plato's claims in Prot. 3 16e about other sophists who dis- 
guised their real profession. 62 Stated explicitly at Per. 2.5. See Städter (1975) 80- 
5 (= repr. 1995, 159-64); (1989) 30-1. 63 Though in fact there is nothing to suggest that 
Plutarch conceived the association with Anaxagoras as 
happening in childhood either. Chronology is simply not 
made an issue here (and, as Städter (1989) 68 and ad loc. 

notes, these events or influences are not treated in chrono- 
logical order). 64 Cf. Stadter (1987) 266: 'This Life is meant to portray 
the ethos of Pericles, but it also uses his ethos to convince 
us of the truth of the portrait. Thus the importance of the 
early chapters on the influence of Anaxagoras, which serve 
to establish a preliminary notion of Pericles' character. 
This notion, once accepted, then helps us to interpret his 
other actions'. 
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Fabius Maximus 
The treatment of education in the Fabius, which is paired with the Perikles, is rather different. 
Fabius' education is treated wholly from a static/illustrative point of view. First Plutarch introduces 
his character: his nickname Ovicula ('little lamb') was given to him 'with reference to the calm- 
ness and gravity of his character when he was still a child' (Fab. 1 .4). 'His stillness and silence', 
Plutarch continues, 'his great caution in indulging in childish pleasures, the slowness and labour 
with which he learned his lessons' led people to suspect him of stupidity. Only a few could see 
'the deep-rooted steadfastness, magnanimity and lion-like quality of his soul' (1.5). As time went 
on, it became clear that his apparent inactivity was really lack of passion (apatheia); he trained his 

body, 'like a natural weapon' (coorcep ounqruxov Ö7iA,ov) for the wars which he foresaw, and his 
voice as an instrument for persuading the people (1.6-7). Fabius' slowness at his lessons when a 
child, and his devotion to military and rhetorical training, which are probably to be taken as hap- 
pening when he was older, are not here offered as explanations for his character. Rather they are 

given as evidence of a pre-existing character, which, although only a few could discern when he 
was a child, was nevertheless present even then. Later those same qualities of calm and stead- 
fastness under attack will be central to his leadership and his successful resistance of Hannibal.65 

There is some similarity here with the way in which Coriolanus' education is described: Cori- 
olanus too was admired for his apatheia (Cor. 1.4), and trained his body, 'his natural and native 
weapon' (xò oúmnnov <kÀ,ov Kai avyyevéq) (2.1). But Coriolanus, unlike Fabius, did not have 
any ability in politics and in getting on with people. His calmness is a mere unsociability, and in 
the end he gives way to the passion of anger and resentment. To the reader who approaches the 
Coriolanus after reading the Fabius, the contrast will be all too clear.66 But as we have already 
noted, there is also a contrast in how Plutarch has handled the education of the two men. Fabius' 
good character is confirmed by his attitude to his studies; Coriolanus' flawed character is explained 
by his poor education. 

Marcellus 
A variation on this pattern is provided by Marcellus. He was 'by nature, a lover of war' (xr'' ... 
(pt)oei (piÀO7róÀ,£|ioç) but otherwise 'self-controlled, humane and such a lover of Greek education 
and literature that he honoured and admired those who excelled in it, even though he himself was 
too busy to attain the level of application and learning for which he was eager' (Marc. 1.3) - for, 
as Plutarch explains, the Romans at that time were engaged in a long series of wars (1 .4-5). Mar- 
cellus, then, wanted to master Greekpaideia but was prevented by circumstances beyond his con- 
trol. This is not a developmental model: if it were, Marcellus' unbalanced education - for all that 
it was not his choice - might have been expected to have some negative consequences. Rather, 
we are invited to see in his attitude to his studies confirmation of a good character. He did not have 
the chance to get a really good education, but he wanted it, and that shows what his character was 
like.67 Once again, attitude to education is used to throw light on character. 

Pyrrhos and Marius 
The Pyrrhos and Marius has the same stress on unbalanced education that we have seen in sev- 
eral other Lives, and, like the Themistokles, is rather ambiguous as regards the paradigm. Pyrrhos, 
Plutarch notes, devoted himself to military studies alone, rejecting all other studies - a statement 
confirmed by an anecdote similar in content and purpose to the one in Them. 2.4, in which Pyrrhos 

65 And find their parallel in Perikles' calmness under 
attack (cf. Per. 2.5). See above, n.62. 

66 The Per.-Fab. was Book 10 in the series {Per. 2.5), 
the Cor- Alk. later: see e.g. Jones (1966) 66-74; Nikolaidis 
(2005) esp. 312-14. 

67 On Marcellus and Greek culture, see Swain (1990) 
131-2 (= repr. 1995, 239-40); Pelling (1989) 199-208. 
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refuses to express a judgement on music, only on generalship (Pyrrh. 8.3-7). Plutarch does not 
make clear whether this over-concentration on military training is to be seen as causing or merely 
confirming his addiction to warfare; but nothing in the passage indicates that he is talking of the 
young Pyrrhos, so we should probably take it in the latter sense. 

Plutarch says rather more about Marius' education. After noting that the surviving statue of 
Marius at Ravenna well captures his bitterness of character, Plutarch continues: 

(2.1) ... ócvôpcoôriç yàp (púsei Kai tto?L£|iikÒç yevójLievoç, Kai GXpaxicoxiKfiç ¡iàXXov r' 7to^iTiicfiç 
rcaiôeíaç jieTaXaßcov, ôcKpaxov év xaíç é^owíaiç xòv 0')jliòv zo%z. (2.2) Àiyexai ôè juf|xe ypá^juaxa 
|Lia0eív 'EXÀTiviicà |ir|xe yXcóxxr|i rcpòç jir|ôèv fEÀÀr|víôi %pfia0ai xôv OTioDÔfjç ¿xonévcov, àç ye/ioíov 
ypá|i|iaxa ̂ avGáveiv cbv oi ôiôaGmXoi ôoutaúoiev èxépoiç. 

(2. 1) ... For being virile and warlike by nature, and having partaken of military rather than civil educa- 
tion, his thymos was extreme when he was in power. (2.2) And he is said neither to have learnt Greek 
nor to have used the Greek language for anything important, saying that it was ridiculous to learn a lit- 
erature whose teachers were other people's slaves. {Marius 2.1-2) 

Marius' thymos was extreme, literally 'unmixed'. Thymos in this context probably means primar- 
ily anger, a common meaning in Plato. But there is almost certainly in view here its more techni- 
cal Platonic meaning of 'spirit', that part of the irrational which is necessary for action but which 
can so easily get out of control and which needs the 'mixing' or harmonising provided by educa- 
tion.68 Either way, Marius' passions get the better of him. The first part of the sentence seems to 
present a reason for this: not only was his nature warlike, but his education was unbalanced; like 
Philopoimen, he had a soldier's education only. That we are dealing with cause-and-effect, though, 
is not quite as clear as it might be: the link between the raw material of his nature, his unbalanced 
education and his character is not made explicit; there are no causal particles with the participles 
yevójxevoç and iiexaXaßcov to indicate that the logic of the sentence must be taken in this way 
{'since he was virile and warlike . . . since he had partaken of military rather than civil education'), 
though sense makes it likely. More problematic is the relationship between the two participle 
phrases: is Marius' concentration on military education to be seen in parallel to his warlike nature? 
Are both phrases, in other words, to be taken as two separate causes of his poor character? Or is 
his concentration on military education to be seen as reflecting and stemming from his naturally 
warlike nature? Is, in other words, his unbalanced attitude to his studies to be taken as illustrat- 
ing a pre-existing 'virile and warlike' disposition? It remains open, then, that both explanations 
might exist in tandem: Marius' lack of a broad education damaged his character, but, given his war- 
like nature, he might himself have deliberately chosen to reject it. 

Indeed, when Plutarch continues it is with the notion of deliberate rejection: Marius refused to 
learn Greek grammata ('language', 'literature'?) and refused to use Greek 'for anything important', 
with an arrogant insult to the Greeks (2.2). It is well known that Plutarch places a particularly high 
valuation on the extent to which Roman heroes learnt Greek and adopted Greek mores.69 But Mar- 
ius' rejection of Greek education is surely presented here not just as a cause of his deficient char- 
acter, but also as evidence for it: his refusal to learn Greek, and his arrogance towards the Greeks, 
demonstrate what an unpleasant character he had. As with Themistokles, a subject's attitude to his 
education, the choices he makes, is used as an illustration of what his character was like. Indeed, 
Marius' refusal to use Greek 'for anything important' surely refers to his behaviour later in life, as 
much as, if not more than, in his youth. Confirmation of this reading is found in the next sentence: 

68 On Plutarch's frequent use of metaphors of mixing 
to describe harmony or its lack in the soul, see Duff (1999) 
89-94. On thymos in Plutarch's Lives, see Duff (1999) 73, 
88-9,210-15. 

69 Pelling (1989); Swain (1990). 
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when, after his second triumph, he celebrated Greek-style games, he left as soon as he could, thus 

showing his contempt for Greek culture. This is not a childhood experience which moulded char- 
acter, but an illustrative anecdote of the kind of which Plutarch was so fond. Here, then, Marius' 
scorn for Greek education and Greek culture illustrates a constant of his character. And as so often 
in such static/illustrative treatments of childhood, supporting anecdotes can be drawn from any part 
of a subject's life regardless of chronology, and statements about childhood can be mixed with 
statements about or stories from adult life. The unifying and constant feature is the character thus 
illustrated.70 

In the rest of the passage, however, which continues the theme of Marius' rejection of Greek 
culture, Plutarch slides back into a developmental mode. Plato used to tell a rather morose pupil 
of his, 'My dear Xenokrates, sacrifice to the Graces';71 in the same way, 'if anyone had persuaded 
Marius to sacrifice to the Greek Muses and Graces, he would not have put a most ugly ending on 
to his most illustrious career as general and politician, when he ran himself aground on a most 
premature and savage old age under the influence of thymos, an untimely love of office and un- 
controllable greeds' {Mar. 2.4). If, in other words, Marius had had good education, he would not 
have made such a mess of his life.72 

IV. CONCLUSION: THE TWO MODELS AND THEIR CONTEXTS 

We see, then, in the Marius that same combination of two different approaches to the education 
of the subject, which assume what I have called either a developmental model of character or a 
static/illustrative model. We also see the same pattern which we have noted elsewhere, that pas- 
sages which assume a developmental model of character tend to be restricted to explicit analyses 
of character, and passages which assume a static/illustrative model tend to be anecdotal. How are 
we to explain the coexistence of these two models, and their association with two different forms 
of discourse? 

It is perhaps easiest to explain the presence of the static/illustrative model and its connection 
with anecdotal discourse. Both can be seen as natural results of the ancient tendency to perceive 
character in moral terms. This is the argument of Christopher Gill, who related Plutarch's lack of 
interest in character development in the Lives to his ethical concerns and those of ancient histori- 
ans and biographers in general: ancient writers were interested in making judgements on the moral 
character of their subjects rather than in explaining what made them the way they were (their 'per- 
sonality').73 In a similar way, Christopher Pelling attempted to explain Plutarch's so often 'banal 
and unpenetrating' treatment of childhood, against the background of the quite sophisticated the- 
ories of development in the On moral virtue, by arguing that ancient conceptions of character led 
him not to look, as a modern biographer might, for what was unique in an individual, what was 
idiosyncratic or 'quirky'; rather, Plutarch tends to see the characteristics of his protagonists as 
somehow 'integrated', as clustering naturally. On Pelling's view, then, not only are ancient 

70 The evidence is, of course, against Marius' rejection 
of Greek culture being a feature of his youth: Swain (1990) 
138-9 (= repr. 1995, 252) citing Carney (1961) 12-14. But 
Plutarch does not imply that it was: there is no reason to 
expect that Mar. 2 should contain only events relating to 
early life, nor that the material be in chronological order. 

71 The story also occurs in Con. praec. 14 If andAmat. 
769d. We do not know the provenance. 

72 A developmental model is also implied at Mar. 46.3- 
5, where 'forgetful and foolish people' - like, it is implied, 
Pyrrhos and Marius - are swept away by greed 'before 
they have laid a base and foundation from reason and ed- 
ucation': see Duff (1999) 108-9. On Marius and educa- 

tion in general, see Pelling (1989) 206-7; Swain (1990) 
137-40 (= repr. 1995, 249-54); Duff (1999) 107-11. 

73 Gill (1983); cf. esp. 469-70 and 472-5: despite 
Plutarch's having quite a sophisticated theory of character 
development, passages which suggest character develop- 
ment are in the Lives, as in ancient biography and histori- 
ography more generally, surprisingly rare. Gill's 
distinction between 'character' and 'personality' is set out 
more fully in id. (1990). Gill (1996) revises it to one be- 
tween 'subjective-individualist' and 'objective-participant' 
conceptions of personality. For a critique, see Pelling 
(2002b) (the postscript to Pelling 1990a). 
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biographers interested in judging more than in explaining, but there is in the way they construct 
adult character simply less to explain, less need to invoke peculiar childhood influences.74 

Genre probably plays a role here too. Biographies of intellectuals (poets, philosophers, etc.) 
do tend to have a more consistent interest in education than do 'political' biographies (biographies 
of statesmen) - naturally so, perhaps, as in the former the intellectual abilities of the subject will 
plainly be paramount.75 Conversely, the focus of political biography on action, conceived as the 
great deeds of illustrious men on the grand stage of politics and war, will have tended also to dis- 
courage much of a focus on childhood. The interest is naturally in the adult, and it is in adult 
deeds that character is made manifest - and certainly not in any inner 'person' which childhood 
might explain or on which it might throw light. 

This takes us a long way to explaining the presence of the static/illustrative model. A tendency 
to view character in moral terms, to concentrate on the adult and to eschew explanation, naturally 
brings with it a basically static conception of character. And childhood, from such a viewpoint, is 
of interest not for the light it throws on why someone turned out the way he did; rather it is of in- 
terest only to the extent that actions in childhood may throw light on adult character. This ex- 
plains why the most frequent mode by which Plutarch analyses childhood in the Lives is by 
anecdote. Indeed, once one assumes a static character, anecdotes from any part of life can be used 
to illustrate that character. 

The function of anecdote in illuminating character is laid out most clearly in Plutarch's famous 
declaration in Alex. 1.2 that 'there is not always in the most outstanding deeds a revelation of 
virtue or vice, but often a little matter like a saying or a joke hints at character more than battles 
where thousands die ...' Anecdotes, then, reveal and illustrate character; they do not explain it. 
Indeed, in all the passages at which we have looked, anecdotes always work on the assumption that 
character is static and are always introduced as illustrations ofthat character. That is why Plutarch 
can mix indiscriminately anecdotes relating to childhood and later in life without regard to 
chronology. 

The tendency to see childhood in static/illustrative terms and to deploy anecdotes from child- 
hood to illustrate adult character is in fact the dominant model in the Lives. It can be seen partic- 
ularly clearly in the long series of anecdotes in the first half of the Alkibiades, where Plutarch sees 
in the young Alkibiades those same characteristics of ambition, cunning, ability to court the peo- 
ple, sexual excess and effeminacy which he sees in the adult.76 Or take the stories of the young 
Alexander, especially his taming of Boukephalas. That story illustrates how the decisiveness and 
courage which we see in the adult Alexander were already discernible in the young one.77 Simi- 
lar can be said of the story in Cato Min. 2.1-5 of the young Cato being dangled out of a window 
by an angry Poppaedius Silo. This is not told, as it might have been by a modern biographer, as 
a traumatic incident that affected the young Cato. It is told, rather, as an example of how he showed 
in early life exactly the kind of fearlessness and commitment to principle that he was later to show 
as an adult. In none of these stories is there any hint of character-development; the model of char- 
acter assumed is static, and the mode anecdotal. 

Anecdotes, then, are particularly suitable for indicating a static character. One might also add 
that the sources Plutarch used on the childhood of his subjects, especially those drawn from the 
rhetorical tradition, will have already had built into them both an assumption that character re- 
mains static and a tendency to view character in moral terms. Law-court speeches in particular aim 
to construct character in terms of ethical norms; arguments from plausibility based on what 'a man 
like this' would do are common, and evidence is provided by anecdotes from all parts of life. The 

74 Pelling (1988) esp. 257-63 (= repr. 2002a, 283-8). 
The quotation is from p. 257 (=283). 75 Pelling (1990a) 213-20 (= repr. 2002a, 301-5). In- 
tellectual and political biography are best regarded as dis- 
tinct forms of writing, though with lots of room for 

overlap: see Pelling (1990a) 214 n.5 (= repr. 2002a, 330 
n.6). For text and discussion of some biographies of au- 
thors, see Lefkowitz (1981). 76 Duff (2003). 

77 Städter (1996). 
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interest is in adult character and adult behaviour, and this adult character is often projected back 
into stories about the child.78 In this context, it is easy to see why there is little interest in the 
process by which adult character is formed. To claim that the childhood anecdotes which Plutarch 
used already had built into them a static model is not to say, of course, that Plutarch was the victim 
of his sources, and merely followed them slavishly; rather, that the interests of those writers who 
preserved stories about childhood, especially those within the rhetorical tradition, will have cohered 
rather well with Plutarch's own.79 

The tendency, then, of ancient writers to approach character in moral terms, and the tendency 
of political biography to focus on deeds, explains the dominance of the static/illustrative model. 
Why, then, does Plutarch occasionally, and against his usual practice in the Lives, invoke the 
developmental model? How can we explain the coexistence of the developmental and the 
static/illustrative models both within the Lives as a whole, and within the same passage? Or to put 
it another way, the more difficult question is not why Plutarch looks for development so rarely, but 
why against this background he employs it at all. 

One way in which we might explain the presence of the developmental model in some of the 
passages we have been looking at, and its combination with the static/illustrative model, might be 
to think in terms of chronology. It might be argued, for example, that Perikles received good ed- 
ucation from Anaxagoras, and so later in life was able to act calmly in the fact of provocation. But 
that assumption finds no support in Plutarch's text, and in truth Plutarch is never very clear about 
chronology in these early sections, and tends both to mix anecdotes from childhood and later life, 
and to disregard chronological order.80 And nowhere does Plutarch suggest that he visualized a de- 
cisive cut-off point where education stopped affecting one's development; indeed, elsewhere in 
Plutarch's works, even though childhood is presented as particularly amenable to the influence of 
paideia and habituation, the possibility of improvement in adult life is also contemplated.81 
Furthermore, in the Themistokles, if one does try to reconstruct some sort of broad chronological 
movement, things seem to be the other way round: reform came later in life, after Themistokles' 
imbalanced character had led him to reject proper education. The two models which we have 
identified, then, are distinct ways of thinking about the relationship of childhood and education to 
adult character, and are not related to two chronological phases in a person's development. 

Another, more fruitful, approach might be to argue, as I have attempted to do, that these two 
models, while they may in theory lead to a certain circularity of argument, are not as contradic- 
tory as they first appear. In those passages, that is, where Plutarch invokes a developmental model, 
education or its lack is to be seen as reinforcing, modifying or mitigating the traits that were al- 
ready there. One has, in other words, certain innate leanings, and education may correct or rein- 
force these; without proper education, innate traits become features of settled character. This is 
implied in the contrast drawn between nature (physis) and character, which is expressed explicitly 
in the Themistokles and Lysander passages, and assumed elsewhere,82 as well as in the metaphor 
of moulding which is occasionally used in such contexts.83 Thus Marius was bitter, warlike and 
virile by nature, and showed that throughout his life. He did not have the benefit of good educa- 
tion (in fact, he rejected it), so he stayed so. Perikles was calm and statesmanlike by nature and 
his association with Anaxagoras reinforced this. Themistokles was passionate for fame and 
success, which revealed itself in his over-concentration on the practical and in his rejection of 

78 See Moreno (2007). 
79 Cf. Hands (1974) on Tac. Ann. 6.5 1 : the notion there 

that Tiberius' real, bad, character was a constant and 
merely kept hidden till the end of his life is a rhetorical 
technique derived ultimately from the law courts. 

80 On the Per. see n.63, above. Cf. Phil. 1.3: 
Philopoimen is educated by Ekdelos and Demophanes 
'when already an antipais>' 3.2 'right from childhood' (ek 

7kxî8cûv eúGúç) he concentrated on lessons useful to sol- 
diering. 

81 See above, pp. 1-2. The Stoics, on the other hand, 
may have envisaged a definite change of some sort at age 
14: Gill (2006) 141. 

82 E.g. Cor. 1.3; Marc. 1.3; Mar. 2.1; Brut. 1.2-3; cf. 
Alk. 2 A. 

83 E.g. Phil 1.2; Lyk-Num. 4.7 (above pp. 2-3, 11). 
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proper education; by not having the benefit of proper education, only practical training, the char- 
acteristics which had led him to be so unbalanced and inconsistent were reinforced. As we have 
seen, it may not, in other words, be totally illogical to claim both that Themistokles' over-con- 
centration on the practical and rejection of proper education affected his character, and that this 
over-concentration revealed how imbalanced he was by nature. The two modes of thinking, then, 
are in tension but not in outright contradiction. 

But we should note that in those cases where education does reinforce or modify pre-existing 
traits, its effect is always positive. Thus, even though it is those with problematic sides to their 
characters or behaviour who tend to elicit an interest in causation, in none of the passages which 
presuppose a developmental model is it the case that Plutarch looks to bad education for bad 
effects on character; rather what we have seen is that Plutarch sometimes comments on the lack 
of a good education, that might have affected character for the good. In some cases, it is true, 
Plutarch does seem at first sight to comment on the negative influence which environment or wider 
society had on a person's development; this is the case where, as we have noted, he appears to ex- 
plain the deficiencies of character of some Romans through reference to their environment. But 
the point is in each case the lack of availability or access to good, often Greek, paideia rather than 
that their environment/?^ charmed them {Cor. 1.6; Marc. 1.3-5).84 Without the benefit of such 
good education, their natural traits were not modified. Similarly, although Plutarch blames 
Lysander's excessive ambition on his Spartan upbringing, this is still really a comment on the lack 
of good education in Sparta; indeed, as we noted, Plutarch seems to allude to Plato's analysis in 
Republic Book 8, which saw Sparta as an example of a state which had declined from the ideal 
through neglect of true education and concentration on military training (545a-550c).85 Much the 
same can be said of the picture in the Alkibiades of the young Alkibiades being corrupted and 
drawn away from Sokrates' influence by his flatterers; this is drawn from the picture in Rep. 
6.491b-495a of the talented young man who is seduced away from philosophy by the attractions 
of fame and flattery. What is emphasized in all these cases is the lack of the beneficial effects of 
good education, rather than that poor education or a poor environment is itself harmful.86 

Mention of Plato, brings us to a final, and I think the most satisfying, explanation, which is to 
see the coexistence of these two different models as the result of a tension between Plutarch's 
philosophical thinking and biographical practice}1 The static/illustrative model of character is, as 
we have seen, the norm in the Lives, and is a feature of political biography; it works predom- 
inantly through anecdote. Passages, on the other hand, which assume a developmental model of 
character tend to be restricted to explicit analyses of character, and tend to occur, moreover, in 
contexts where philosophical modes of thinking are dominant. In fact, in all such passages not only 
are Platonic conceptions of human psychology presupposed and Platonic terminology used, but 
there is always allusion to, or discussion of, Platonic texts themselves, especially the Republic, or 
the activity of philosophers. 

This is clearest in the Coriolanus. Here, as we have seen, Plutarch's treatment of Coriolanus' 
education assumes a developmental model. But significantly the discussion begins with a para- 
phrase of a passage from Plato's Republic, and when later Plutarch explains Coriolanus' rage by 
reference to his education (15.4), it is with an explicit reference to Plato, this time to the Epistles. 
The same pattern can be observed in the Themistokles. When, after a long section in which 

84 Cf. Lyk.-Num. 4. 1 1-12 where Roman militarism after 
Numa's death is presented as a result of lack of education: 
the doors of the Temple of Janus were thrown wide and 
'they filled Italy with blood and corpses. Thus, not even 
for a short time did that most beautiftil and just institution 
[Numa's] remain in place, because it lacked the cement of 
education'. 

85 Esp. Rep. 8.548b-c. The youth who grows up in such 
a state does not possess true virtue 'because he lacks the 
best guardian . . . reason mixed with mousikê' (549b-c). 

86 C/Pelling (2002b) 321-2. 
87 Gill (1983) 470 notes the possibility of a generic dis- 

tinction, but is more concerned with exploring what is 
shared in all ancient thinking about character, across the 
genres, in contrast to modern assumptions. 
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attitude to education has been used as evidence for character, Plutarch looks to Themistokles' 
education as an explanation, he draws on key Platonic and Xenophontic passages, including the 
same passage of the Republic alluded to in the Coriolanus. And when Plutarch talks of the effects 
of Lysander's Spartan education, it is with another passage of the Republic in mind.88 Some- 
thing similar can be said of the comparison of the younger and the older Brutus at the start of the 
Life ofthat name {Brut. 1 .2-3). The character of the first Brutus, the regicide, was iike tempered 
steel, hard by nature and not softened by reason', whereas that of the younger Brutus was 'mixed 
by education and reason, through philosophy', and so he 'seems to have been most harmoniously 
mixed for the good'. This is an allusion to a passage oí Republic Book 3, where Plato talks of the 
need for harmony in the soul, which is created by the correct harmony or 'mix' in education 
between gymnastics, which toughen the 'spirited' part of the soul {to thymoeides), and music, 
which softens it (409d-412b).89 

And recognition of these passages matters; it deepens the reader's understanding: both Themis- 
tokles and Coriolanus are assimilated in different ways to the Platonic and Xenophontic 'type' of 
the man of great potential whose lack of good education will lead him to achieve both great good 
and great ill. Lysander is introduced as a product of Plato's timocratic state (even if later the pres- 
entation becomes a good deal more complex). And Brutus, whom Plutarch introduces as a follower 
of Plato, is assimilated to the type of the well-balanced individual, neither driven by anger nor 
with the spirited element in him so softened as to be unable to act. It is in that light that his in- 
volvement in the plot against Caesar should be seen.90 

References or allusions to Platonic texts, then, signal the use of developmental conceptions of 
character. The same applies to references to the activities of philosophers. Ch.3 of the 
Philopoimen, as we have seen, employs childhood behaviour to illustrate adult character. But 
when in ch.l Plutarch talks about education 'moulding' Philopoimen's character, he is talking 
specifically about the influence on him of two Platonic philosophers. The situation is similar with 
Perikles. Much of chs 5 and 6 is anecdotal and assumes a static model. But the section which 
assumes a developmental model concerns the influence on Perikles of the philosopher 
Anaxagoras. Or take Marius, whose unbalanced education is invoked to explain his inability to 
control his thymos - which, as we have seen, is a term drawn directly from Plato and which brings 
with it a set of ideas about reason and passion in the soul and the importance of education and ha- 
bituation. When Plutarch makes his memorable saying that Marius would not have turned out so 
badly 'if anyone had persuaded him to sacrifice to the Greek Muses and Graces', this follows on 
immediately from a reference to Plato's famously telling a particularly morose friend of his to 
'sacrifice to the Graces'. 

So those rare passages which assume a developmental model of character all occur not only 
where Platonic conceptions of the soul are being invoked - that is, a tendency to see character as 
a product of innate nature, habituation or education, and one's own moral choice - but also where 
Platonic passages are cited or alluded to, or the work of philosophers discussed. And it is not 

88 He then goes on to refer explicitly to a passage from 
Aristotle's Problems (30.1, 953al0-955a40), 'that great 
natures ... have a tendency to melancholia'' (Lys. 2.5). 

89 In particular, as Gill (1983) 474 points out, Brut. 1 .2 
(coarcep xa '|/')%pr|A,aT(x tcov ̂icpcòv, GKÀTipòv ek (púaeooç 
Kai ox> uaXocKÒv ë%(ov imo ̂óyoi) xò rjGoç) alludes to Rep. 
3.41 la-b (coorcep oíoripov é(iá^a^£ mi xpr|ai|xov éÇ 
à%ç>j'oTOV èrcovnaEv). The mention of the older Brutus' 
thymos ('he ran himself aground ... through his thymos 
against the tyrants') also makes clear that allusion to this 
passage is intended. 

90 Cf. Lyk.-Num. A.I -9 and Galba 1.3 (above, n.8). 
Both these passages are discussing education in general, 

rather than the education of a particular individual, and so 
it is perhaps to be expected that they would have much in 
common with Plutarch's theoretical discussions in the 
Mor alia. But the image of education as a dye in Lyk.-Num. 
4.9 makes clear that this is an allusion to Plato's discus- 
sion of the first phase of education at Rep. 4.429b-430c 
(cf. Cic. 32.7 with Moles (1988) 180-1). Similarly the ref- 
erence in Galba 1.3 to the need for soldiers to have 'a 
noble nature and a philosophical training, which blends the 
spirited (to thymoeides) and active with the calm and hu- 
mane' is introduced explicitly as a Platonic idea, and prob- 
ably alludes to passages such as Rep. 2.376b-c which 
discusses the training required of the guardians. 
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surprising that it is these passages which look to good education to change the subject, and that 
these rare passages have much in common with the concept of education and character which 
Plutarch propounds in his own philosophical works. 

To claim that the coexistence of these two models within the Lives, or within the same passage 
of a single Life, is the result of a tension between philosophical thinking and biographical practice 
is not, of course, to say that Plutarch was confused in his thinking. We ourselves employ both mod- 
els in different contexts. When thinking in a primarily psychological or sociological context, or 
when we are minded to be sympathetic, we tend to think of development and to have an interest 
in understanding; when thinking in the context of judgement or when we are minded to condemn 
- especially in a legal context - we ourselves tend to think in terms of a static character. Indeed 
within our own legal systems childhood may be used both ways for different purposes: to explain 
and therefore excuse, or alternatively to provide early indications of delinquency.91 

Nor are we dealing with two thought-out positions. We are dealing rather with two ways of 
thinking, which are in tension, not in contradiction, but which are deployed for different purposes. 
Presumably the developmental model might have been closer to Plutarch's considered views on 
childhood and education, though even considered views tend to fluctuate according to context. 
But an approach to character which saw it as static was more appropriate for the project of the 
Lives, and to the genre of political biography, with its moral concerns and its focus on 'great' 
deeds. It is not, then, that in cases where Plutarch presents character as static the possibility is ex- 
cluded that development might have taken place. The difference is rather one of emphasis: in such 
cases (and they are the majority in the Lives) Plutarch does not invite the reader to think in those 
terms', the static/illustrative mode of thinking, which works so well for the presentation of moral 
exemplars, is dominant.92 

How, finally, does the developmental model square with Plutarch's ethical concerns? Even 
though the static/illustrative model is particularly suited to making moral judgements, it is not the 
case that the developmental model excludes a moral sensibility. As Gill points out, Plutarch's own 
ethical works, which show a great interest in the process by which virtue is attained, have a pro- 
foundly moral bent and are concerned above all with how to act virtuously.93 And those few pas- 
sages in the Lives which show an interest in the way in which character is formed are written 
equally from a moral perspective.94 But the moralism in such contexts is different: it is of a more 
thoughtful, less brittle, kind. It makes a difference to the way we judge Coriolanus if we know that 
his unsociability was caused by a lack of proper education, itself a result of Rome's own cultural 
impoverishment. And when Plutarch explains Lysander's excessive ambition by reference to his 
Spartan education and claims that 'his nature should not be blamed too much for this', we are 
dealing with a softer, more understanding sort of moral attitude.95 These passages, then, open a 
moral register which is altogether deeper and more complex. But such passages are, as we have 
seen, rare and only occur where philosophical texts or terms, or the activity of philosophers them- 
selves, are discussed; only in such contexts does Plutarch adopt a mode of thought common else- 
where in his writings, and look to education as an explanation. 

TIMOTHY E. DUFF 
University of Reading 

91 As Pelling (2002b) 322 has pointed out, much of 
modern debate about justice and the courts is concerned 
with how to reconcile these two approaches: how far do 
we aim to condemn or to understand? 

92 Cf. Gill (1983) 476-7. 
93 Gill (1983) 473-4. 
94 Pelling (2002a) 312-3 ('Explanation is ... at the 

service of ethical assessment'). 

95 Pelling (1988) points to the Lys., with its tragic fea- 
tures, as an example of 'descriptive' moralism ('pointing a 
truth of human experience rather than building a model for 
crude imitation or avoidance', p. 274 = repr. 2002a, 297). 
The complexity of the moralism in the Lys. and the lack of 
easy answers are certainly striking: see also Duff (1999) 
ch.6. But my point here is a narrower one: the presence of 
the developmental model necessarily brings with it a softer 
moral register. 
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